SIMPLY DELIGHTFUL

NORDIC BY NATURE

First manufacturer of deep-frozen bakery products to be awarded ZNU certification.

INSPIRED BY NORDIC NATURAL SIMPLICITY

OUR THREE GATEAUS

NATURE AT ITS BEST
There is no better place than the North if
you're looking for originality, simplicity and
a down-to-earth but elegant lifestyle.
This is also reflected in the kitchens and
bakeries of the region. Their recipes are
simple and traditional, the ingredients
are taken straight from local nature, and
the results are always authentic and
minimalist – much like the North itself.

NO-FRILLS ENJOYMENT
We felt inspired by the Nordic flair and
have developed three gateaus that combine
natural, clean flavours, genuine craftsmanship and a sense of sober elegance.
This allows you to offer your customers a
delightful range of tasty cakes to choose
from.

RIGHT ON TREND
See what you eat and enjoy what you see:
The clean, aesthetic appearance will
naturally appeal to everyone. Here are two
reasons why presenting our innovative,
modern cakes is sure to turn your sales
counter into a veritable experience:
• TRANSPARENCY:
62 % of consumers value transparency
when it comes to food.*
• UNUSUAL INGREDIENTS:
Up to 30 % of purchase decisions involving sweet foods can be positively
influenced by products with unusual
taste combinations.**

*DLG study: Consumer Competence and Food Labelling, Germany 2013
**(Lightspeed GMI/Mintel, Underlying Food Trends – Mintel – 2016)

More at:

FRESH AND NUTTY ROSE-HIP GATEAU

Rose hip, the "fruit of wild roses", is the stuff of Nordic fairy-tales and legends. Rose hips are
incredibly rich in vitamin C and therefore extremely healthy. Plus, they taste amazing! Fruity
and slightly tart, rose hips are used in a variety of delicacies and drinks, including teas, jellies,
liqueurs – and now even in a gateau!
Our gateau is a thoroughly nutty treat with a Nordic touch. Three nutty bases made following
our classic recipe are each covered in a layer of vanilla-skyr cream and a delicate, fruity combination of rose hips and lingonberry.
order code 8109310
weight
1.450 g

pre-cut,
12 portions
ø 24 cm

FRUITY AND AROMATIC SEABUCKTHORN GATEAU

pre-cut,
12 portions
ø 24 cm

Sea-buckthorn has a robust Nordic character. It grows on the barren sand dunes of coastal
regions, where it can withstand the wind, weather and drought. The brightly coloured berries
that grow on its prickly bushes really pack a punch. Bursting with vitamin C, sea-buckthorn is
often referred to as the "lemon of the North". We have now incorporated this unusual-looking
"lemon" into a delicious gateau.
A combination of sweet and sour, Nordic style – soft chocolate brownie bases alternate with
layers of buttermilk cream and fruity sea-buckthorn. The gateau is topped with a generous
scattering of chocolate shavings.
order code 8109314

measurements
ø 24 cm

weight/portion
approx. 120 g

portions
12

pieces per case
4

Defrosting instructions: In the refrigerator (6 – 7 °C) whole cake for about 14 hours.

weight
1.750 g

measurements
ø 24 cm

weight/portion
approx. 145 g

portions
12

pieces per case
4

Defrosting instructions: In the refrigerator (6 – 7 °C) whole cake for about 14 hours.

CREAMY AND DELICATE BLUEBERRY
GATEAU

pre-cut,
12 portions
ø 24 cm

UNUSUAL, ORIGINAL, NORDIC

ROSE HIP AND SKYR
Two Nordic classics as a perfect match:
aromatic rose hip, the fruit of wild roses,
and deliciously creamy skyr, a traditional
Icelandic ingredient cited in ancient Icelandic myths. It is creamier than low-fat
fromage frais, but light and delicious like
yogurt.

SEA-BUCKTHORN AND
BUTTERMILK
Sweet and sour brought in perfect
harmony: the fresh and tart flavour of
the sea-buckthorn and the slightly
sour note of the buttermilk are a particularly complimentary combination.
The buttermilk is wonderfully refreshing,
creating a light accent that perfectly
complements the fine citrus note of the
sea-buckthorn berries.

BLUEBERRIES AND
ELDERFLOWER
These two types of berries are a wonderfully unique and popular flavour combination: the blueberries are sweet and fruity,
while the elderflower is slightly tart and
bitter. Both ingredients have a longstanding tradition: blueberries have been
used as medicinal plants for centuries,
and elderflower was considered a holy
tree by Germanic tribes and the Celts.

Blueberries are right at home in the northern hemisphere – and they bring together all the
goodness of the region. They are extremely healthy and taste wonderfully sweet. They also
match very well with many other ingredients and culinary delights such as pancakes, sorbets,
muffins and cakes. And now, these plump, dark-blue berries are also the star ingredient of
our fruity gateau, making it look and taste great.
Delicate fruitiness with a Nordic touch: a fine harmony of blueberries, swirled with light and
smooth buttermilk-elderflower cream, placed on top of fluffy muffin bases. The sweetness of
the blueberries and the tart nuances of the elderflower are a match made in heaven.
order code 8109289
weight
1.900 g

measurements
ø 24 cm

weight/portion
approx. 158 g

portions
12

pieces per case
4

Defrosting instructions: In the refrigerator (6 – 7 °C) whole cake for about 14 hours.

THE ERLENBACHER

INGREDIENT GUARANTEE

NO a dditives that require

labelling:
NO a rtificial flavours
NO c olourings
NO p reservatives
NO h ydrogenated plant fat/oil

ORDER HOTLINE: 0049 6152 803-351

PRODUCT OV ERV IE W
order
code

article description

net weight

portions
weight

pre-cut
portions

pieces
per case

cases per
pallet/layer

EAN case

8109310

Fresh and nutty Rose-Hip
Gateau

1.450 g

approx. 120 g

12

4

42/6

4004311093108

8109314

Fruity and aromatic
Sea-Buckthorn Gateau

1.750 g

approx. 145 g

12

4

42/6

4004311093146

8109289

Creamy and delicate
Blueberry Gateau

1.900 g

approx. 158 g

12

4

42/6

4004311092897

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER AND FIND OUT

MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS.

www.erlenbacher.com/newsletter
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